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Not the best chapter yesterday but... meh

You looking fine af today, your name should have been beautiful instead :) a30

On with the chapter... ✨

************

✨Emilia POV

"Emilia? You with me? Answer me please." I break out of my daze looking at

the young woman in front of me.

"How did you feel in there?"

I ignore her question and twist my head so it's facing the clock. Just fi y

minutes le  and then I can go.

Instead of even looking at the aspects of the o ice, my eyes dart to the grey

scenery outside darkening the entire o ice; it was raining. Typical weather.

Axel drove me to a meeting centre where you pay for private counselling

sessions. Sure I was wasting AL's money but that wasn't what I was thinking

about.

"Emilia?" She asks me again, "What was it like?" a3

She hu s conjoining her hands together and placing them on the clipboard

on the desk.

"I understand, it's not easy speaking to a random person."

"If you aren't going to talk then we can wait here in silence," she threatens

me like silence is bad, I'd been trapped inside of it for weeks so I'd gotten

used to that.

I ignore her again.

"Okay... how're you feeling in general?" She changes the question into

something better but then again how would I even express what I was

feeling?

"Silence? Okay I know it's di icult-

"Do you? It must be di icult sitting in a chair judging people all day," I make a

brutal remark. a2

"Okay, fair enough. It's my first job, I'm new to this," she tells me sipping from

her travel mug.

"And...?"

"And the reason I chose this is because I was in your position once. In fact,

three years ago, I sat in that exact chair the same one you sit in now," she tells

me impressively pointing to the leather chair. a15

Tilting my head to the side I stare at her in confusion.

"Yes, I know exactly how intimidating it is. But my reasoning for my visits may

di er from yours."

She opens a drawer next to her desk and pulls out a a phone from a bag.

"I'm trying to find... look," she holds the phone in front of my face, the

calendar app open to a date three years ago. Wednesday the eleventh of

February.

"My first appointment here. I know how you feel. But sitting at the other side

of this desk isn't easy either."

"Sitting on your high horse all day? Just dismissing and mocking every

person who stepped foot in here? Can't relate," I deadpan. a11

"Like I say, I didn't choose this to judge people; I chose it to help people. The

only horses I sit on are the ones at the stables on a Saturday morning." a2

I slump down further into my chair knowing I lost the argument, that's very

unlike me.

"So, can you give me any ideas of your mental state? I've had some key

information given by you elder Ax- given by your family." She sputters at the

end.

Instead I ignore her question and peer up to the clock once again hoping it

would go faster. Just forty more minutes to go.

The ticking sounds became louder and louder every moment I spent

gawking at it, it hangs loosely against a white painted wall with posters glued

just below that. The posters were vibrant too, especially the ones that say

'GET HELP BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE' and another that says, 'we're here to help,

don't hurt yourself.' a9

They seemed aggressive to me, you can post a poster about something but it

doesn't mean it's helpful. It's like bullying- you place a photo up on the

school wall saying 'stop bullying' but that doesn't do a thing. Bullies need a

valid reason to stop because they thrive from seeing others in pain. Talk

about the negative e ects of bullying, don't just tell them to stop.

"May I be excused?" I stand up expeditiously brushing the few random hairs

away from my jeans.

"Our session isn't over," she took a glance down at the brown, strapped

watch on her wrist, "we still have thirty five minutes le ."

"And I don't want to be here, can I go?"

"Can you answer my question? Questions, I shall correct myself, there are

many I need to ask you, I can only help if you cooperate with me."

"Shoot," I give up again pinching myself to distract my thoughts.

"Your mind... what's going on in there?" She asks politely, if only I could

return this in a better attitude.

"Well... my brain cells are loving life at the moment- they tell me they love

science." I sarcastically remark.

"Funny." No emotion can be seen on her face.

"I know."

"I'm trying to help..." her eyes plead me for an honest answer, people have it

much worse than me; this is stupid I shouldn't even be here. It's a waste of

good money. a1

"And I'm trying to get this over with so I can eat some pizza when I get home."

"Great you like pizza, what else do you like?" She picks a new topic to talk

about, I was sceptical for a moment before I answered.

"Umm pineapple? And chocolate. And pineapple sorbet. And McNuggets.

And paint. And blue markers- they smell great by the way," I smile picking the

skin above the bed of my nails.

"Yes, great choices there, Emilia. Now tell me some things you hate," she

writes everything down on the paper to her clipboard.

"My pet pig Kelsey. I hate her." I snigger mischievously. a58

"You have a pet pig? That's great! Why do you hate her?" She asks me

curiously.

"She smells like shî- poop. She rolls around in dirt all day too. She also has a

disease too, I call it 'meaniesnickompoop'," She laughs with me but it wasn't

long before I return back to my sulking face. a1

"So you hate pigs? I'll write that down."

Did she really think I have a pet pig? a10

"Unfortunately I know too many, we just can't escape them," I turn to myself

remembering all the nasty snakes in my life.

"What's your favourite celebrity?" She taps the pen against her chin, I'm not

sure where she is going with this but okay...

"I can't choose. There's Harry Styles, Dylan O'Brian, Joseph Morgan, Ian

Somerhalder, Draco Malfoy- I only like him when he is in his wizard form. I

can't choose." I swing my legs back and forth with my legs dangle a few

inches above the ground. a77

"Okay... we're getting some where."

She flips a page a writes in silence for a few deadly shrieking moments. I

hated it and loved it at the same time.

"What about your parents? Your mum? Dad? What do they do? Your brothers

didn't tell me anything," she bites her pen keeping it in her mouth.

I freeze for a moment shocked by her outrageous question, my mouth falls

open forming into an 'o'.

I look up at the clock and see only fi een minutes had past since I last

checked. Just twenty five minutes to go. I can make it. a1

"Would you look at that, the vibrant alarms in my mind tell me your clock is

wrong, let me fix that," I drag the chair to the space under the clock and pull

it o  the wall and move the time forward. Twenty five minutes to be exact,

she looks so confused at first, I say she because I don't know her name. We

never introduced each other. a6

She protests telling me to get down and fix the clock but I shake my head

refusing.

"Thank you so much for this opportunity but the time really did fly by didn't

it?" I grab my flu y jacket from chair I was stood in and make an exit quickly. a15

"Wait we're not-

I slam the door and speed walk down the crisp white halls watching the

blurry vision from the corner of my eyes while my centres darted this the

floor. Double vision? I don't know, just get me out of here. a3

I really don't want to talk about my mum and Shawn anymore, there was just

so much that had happened.

The brisk air chatters my teeth as I wrap the coat around my body tightly and

walk to the car awaiting me.

A new, silver Mercedes sits in front of me with its fresh coat glistening in the

cold, dark evening. This was Axel's, he had a thing for cars I suppose. He has

a new one every week. At least I think he does. a2

"That was quick, you sure that was an hour?" He asks worriedly checking the

time on his phone.

"The clocks were funny in there, none of the times were correct." a1

"Oh," he begins the engine as I strap the belt across my body wincing as the

strap rubs against my neck.

I hated that, it would leave a red mark.

"I need to buy some cushioned pads for the seat belts, you're too short so

they'll rub your neck." a4

We set o  into a drive away from the Therapist's clinic, away from judgment

is another way to put it.

The rain patters on the window screen as the wipers flush it away, tires

running through the puddle made the most amazing melodies suited for

sleep time.

Axel breaks at the red light resting his elbow against the window ledge with

his hand proping his head up, he turns to stare at me.

"You okay? How did it go?"

"Fine," I grumble moodily.

"You don't sound like it, you sound like you're sad. Tell me what's wrong," he

quivers his lip playfully.

"I am sad." a2

"Aww why?" He frowns, his eyebrows turn into one straight line. a6

I shrug my shoulders and fidget in my seat adjusting the belt against my

neck. Pulling the longer side of my boot lace, I pull the boot o  and leave

them at the feet of my seat and cross my legs.

"Your feet don't smell do they?"

"Dunno." I shrug again. a2

"Ignorance isn't good, Bambina. I care for you, stop that," he avoids my eye

contact and begins driving again slowly.

"Sorry."

*************

"Can't you just give me a piggy back? I don't want to put my shoes back on," I

whine to Axel who stands in front of my side of the door letting the cold

attack me.

"Fine, hurry up though, I'm hungry."

"You and me both," I tie my laces on both shoes together wrapping them

round my neck and slip my arms to Axel's shoulder who adjusted me and

ensured his car was locked. a2

He pushes the front door open kicking it closed with his leg while I continue

to wrap my legs tightly around his torso.

"Mr Axel just in time," Valentina waddles over to us in her uniform just as Axel

helps me to the ground. a4

"You hear that, Em? Food, I don't want no more of this cranky teenager crap.

Eat before you kill me," he laughs taking the shoes from my shoulder and

throwing them to the ground clattering.

"Hey, Mila," Blade flicks my nose making my face scrunch. a1

"Rex," I glare at him with my eyes turned into thin slits.

"You're back, great... let's go eat." Alessandro fixes his intelligent attire and

walks straight past us, I reeked of rain but I'll have to wait. I'd still been using

Axel's shower for the past two days since I'd returned, I hadn't really spoken

much either. Just the same old conversations. a1

"DID I MISS ANYTHING?!" Gert walks through the entrance with Selfridges

bags hanging from her arms. a8

"No, Gerty," replies Diego who skipped down the stairs gleefully with a

distracted Luca trailing behind him, he was playing on his DS with the string

of his hoodie hanging from his mouth. a2

"A little more enthusiasm, cuzzy!" Gert punches Diego in the arm, is she on

drugs or something? She's happier than usual- probably because she hasn't

seen me yet.

"Oh... you're back already," Gert's face scrunches up in disgust as she stares

down at me from the tall height. Height really did run in the family, except i'm

the only freak.

"Tough luck," I shrug storming past her, I was now even angrier than I was

earlier, a er that session with the intrusive woman I just wanted to pull my

head through a wall. a1

"Gert, please be nice."

Elijah who just walks through the door hu s in a bored tone. He didn't even

have to be here to know Gert was a bîtch. Almost like he already expects her

to be nasty.

We all crowd into the dining room, Gert speaks about her adventures today

while shopping, she said she'd shopped until her cards declined. a8

Can't relate. a3

"I guess you'd want these back, you hadn't spoken about them when you got

back," Alessandro slips my phone into my hand keeping my old one in his

pocket.

A smile breaks to my face and I wrap my arms around his torso squeezing it

with all my might, he chuckles stroking my hair.

"I'm keeping them until a er dinner, you know there's no phones at dinner."

I nod yes understanding him and slide the phone back into this blazer pocket

and walk into the room sliding my feet along the floor.

"How did it go at the clinic?" Elijah inquires slicing his his steak in half. It was

so red that it looked raw but I'm probably wrong, I know nothing about food.

"Fine."

"Just fine?" Alessandro asks.

"Fine."

"Tell us more," Alessandro requests of me.

"It was good."

"Three words is not enough to express yourself, what happened?"

Alessandro replies to me with a questionable tone.

That's a lie, usually the most powerful phrases are the shortest, like 'I love

you' is three words that captures so much emotion and meaning, three

words can change someone's life. a9

"No response?" He asks a er a minute of dreadful silence covered by

scratching of plates.

I fidget under their watchful eyes that were making me uncomfortable.

"What happened to her? Any other day she would be happy to gouge my eyes

out," Gert laughs shoving a piece of meat in her mouth. I on the hand had

chicken nuggets with ketchup on the side. I'm too rough to eat steak, it feels

like I'm breaking my teeth. Also I hate beef that isn't easily chewed. The steak

always floods with oil too giving it no taste, I don't like spicy food but I don't

like my food bland either. a8

"I can change that if you like?" I viciously stab a nugget drowning it in

ketchup. a6

"Anyways, I got the rat something from shopping," she exits the room for a

millisecond before reentering. a4

She struts around the table to be before Blade snatches the bag from him

and peers inside.

"Seriously? When will you grow up?" He pulls out a plush teddy of a

customised rat or mouse that says 'Emilia' on it. a8

That hurts, it's one thing calling me names but she really went out of her own

way to buy me a plush toy to remind me of my misfortunes.

"Nice, let me go buy you a plush of a pig, it suits you well," Blade says

menacingly. a3

"It's a joke. Chill." She rolls her eyes smirking.

"Am I laughing?" Alessandro asks rudely. I remain quiet pushing the ketchup

around with my fork. That's not really working out for me. a4

"My humour isn't for everyone. Tracey would love this," she laughs placing a

hand in her chest. a4

"Tracey is a boorish girl who torments people to get a laugh out of it," Elijah

inputs.

"She's also 17 and my little sister, she's just like Blade yet you wouldn't say

this about him." She sits back in her seat stu ing her face.

"Yeah I don't care, don't do that again," Ally points his finger with his knife

while my lip trembles but I bite it to stop myself crying. a1

"Oh get over it, it was a gi ."

Blade throws the plush to the other side of the room bouncing o  of the wall,

he grumbles incoherent words taking huge

gulps of water. Luca and Diego sit back and observe the scenes, Luca

occasionally stealing something from Diego's plate because he claims there

wasn't enough food for him on his plate.

"You okay?" Axel slides a hand on my upper back soothing me, I nod shaking

two tears away from my eyes.

"Well it's been nice but I must get going back to work, Gertrude come with

me please." a13

Alessandro stands buttoning his blazer and tightening his tie ensuring to

leave my phones in his seat, he pats my head before exiting.

*************

I'd just gotten out of Axel's shower and now I was braiding my hair, I had

avoided everyone a er dinner because I couldn't bare having a conversation.

Even though we had many conversations about what happened I always

tried to avoid them, talking about the plainness and coldness of the room

makes me nauseous. There was something so frightening about a white/grey

room. It daunts me.

I hadn't even mentioned anything about it, it was something I avoided. Even

seeing Al with a gun made me want to throw up, sure it was a good cause

such as saving me but deep down I knew he was a good man... right?

I hadn't questioned why I was kidnapped either, my curiosity shall stay a

secret to stop any arguments.

In fact out of everything I was more scared to stay alone hence why my

sleeping arrangements di ered every nights. Seeing my brothers with a

weapon felt natural and something I was used to, sure I had inquiries but I

didn't want to express them either.

Finally building up the courage, I switch on my phone and immediately I am

bombarded with notifications from Rain and Felix. My phone spazzed out

and stopped working, it just switched o  and wouldn't let me tap anything. It

was so hot it burned on the touch. a15

I smack it with my knuckles a few times hoping it would turn on but I was out

of luck, it wouldn't turn on no matter how many times I press down on the

button.

I decide to leave it there to cool o  and maybe it'll work in the morning, my

phone wasn't a priority for me right now, sleep was.

Various knocks in the door drew my attention to the twisting knob. Axel.

"Hey," he smiles.

"Hi," I mumble back. I hadn't been very vocal either, I'd find it hard to say

more than five words in a row.

"I'm sorry about her," he spits with such disgust and repulsion in his voice.

"It is what it is," I shrug not knowing what to say, her rude and unmannered

self was unnecessary. a18

"But she's horrible and I'm sorry," his voice lowers.

"Why apologise? It wasn't you..." a3

"But she's living in our house for the time being and I WILL NOT let her treat

you like that when your closer to blood than her."

What surprised me was how he expressed himself by saying I was closer to

blood than her. I mean he is her cousin and I'm his sister, but then again she's

more family than I ever will. I'd been here for like three months. That's

nothing compared to her. a4

Axel watches me in the mirror for the next five minutes as I finish my braids, it

was my best hairstyle for school. Speaking of, I go back on Monday which

saddens me, it feels like a million years since I've stepped foot into school.

Just looking back, I've spent so long o  of school I'm not sure if my grades

will meet the standards of the expected grades.

Does everyone know what happened? What lies have been spread about me

in the past three weeks?

Halloween past a long time ago, we were now in December, just thinking this

is my first Christmas with my new family. At least that's something I have to

look forward to, I always loved Christmas with my mum. We'd celebrate it by

inviting the neighbours over since we didn't have much family in Brighton,

we'd hang out Christmas list on the tree so Santa could come down the

chimney and look at them.

I remember the dry, burnt turkey that my mum would always attempt to

make, and the bitter sprouts my mum would force me to eat. Our neighbours

children who would cry every time they had to stay still. When we'd all crowd

around the sofas to open presents and take it in turns.

Even Shawn was happy back then, he was a sweet man who I called 'dad' but

he lost that when he hurt me for the first time. He and my mum had been

married for a long time so I'd been surrounded by him practically my entire

life. What hurt most was when he first hit me, it wasn't major but the

punishment strength exceeded though out time. The first time it happened

was when he came home one night and slapped me hard across my le

cheek.

But the times with my mum were incredible, those were the times I will never

forget.

Ahh, the good times.

"What you thinking about?" He asks curiously.

"Just stu ." a1

"Please don't do this, just tell me how you feel please," he begs of me with

his hands pressed together.

"What do you want me to say?" a6

"Anything..."

"I don't want to," I grumbled angrily. I didn't want to be forced to say

anything.

"JUST SPEAK TO ME!" He cried out in anger with his hands tugging at his

scalp. a37

"How about the fact that I'd been trapped in a quiet room to the point where

I felt as though I could hear my heart, where I slept on the cold, dusty ground.

What about where I thought I was losing my mind talking to inanimate things

that couldn't reply. The point where I couldn't comprehend time, when I was

fed rarely. Let's talk about how I saw my big brothers who're all mighty and

courageous for saving me while looking at them using guns. There, I spoke.

Happy?!" a5

I rushed to the door not looking at Axel's shocked face, I'd spoken so fast I

don't think he heard me correctly.

I ran down the hall to the room where I knew I would be safe: the library. It's

like my special hideout. Being surrounded by millions of words made me feel

comforted and warm inside. So many authors had written intelligent idea

that are so creative that my vast imagination couldn't even compete.

I pull a blanket from the cupboard and wrap it around my shoulders and

reach up as high as I can to grab a random book.

To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee... a21

I walk to the light switch and turn on the small light that hangs from the wall

in the corner. I use all of my strength to drag the bean bag over there and

rest.

I hadn't gotten far in the book, probably fi een pages but that's fine. I rest it

next to me before curling in to a ball not bothering with the lights. The

electricity is going to be screaming when I awaken from my sleep.

****************

Stretching my arms, I yawn releasing a cold, misty breath that makes me

shiver into the covers.

I stand up cracking my back from sleeping on the uncomfortable bag all night

and make an exit leaving my mess there. But it was still nippy so I tie the

blanket into a knot across my chest. a2

It was still so early, a blue moisture of orange emitted through the halls

meaning it was early. December morning were always the darkest and

coldest, I enjoyed them too. I always tried to make hoops with my breath in

the frigid air. a1

My throat was parched, deprived of water so I decide to go downstairs with

the blanket trailing in the floor behind me. The di iculty of trying to walk

down the halls where my brothers are sleeping and trying to not make a

sound especially when the floors are more creaky than the door at my old

house. a1

Standing on my tippy toes I reach into the cabinet and grab a glass filling it to

the top. I bring the glass to my lips and enjoy the cool feeling of liquid sliding

down my throat.

Something fluttering the air catches my attention, it looked like I was

imagining things but I wasn't, he cane back and I couldn't be anymore

happier. a2

Moth. a21

He was hitting the light with such force I was worried it may break. Squealing

silently I stand on the tall kitchen chairs discarding my blanket to the floor

and reach up the the light.

As soon as I touch the light I immediately retreat my hand hissing as it burnt,

I put my finger in my mouth sucking it to take the pain away. I try again

almost succeeding but Moth flies over my head resting on the marble

counters.

Slowly and carefully I climb down the chair but I wasn't careful enough, just

as I was touching the floor, the chair moved making me fall backwards into

the floor making a racket.

"Ow!" I clutch my head in my arms trying recover from my accident.

"What's wrong?" A deep, raspy voice earthquakes. I peel my arms from my

head and trail my head to the voice.

"Oh, Em you're too clumsy," Elijah entered with a house coat tied around his

body, I could see that he had joggers on underneath that too.

He bends down and slips my hands in his and pulls me up, my feet couldn't

react quicker enough clear. He'd pulled me up too fast so I slipped again

when he let go.

"Jesus, Emilia. Your legs are like butter," he steadies next back onto my feet

and reaches for the blanket the wrap it around my shoulders again. Sudden

warmth pricked the hairs on my arms. a4

I ignore his comment and look around the kitchen for Moth but he was no

where to be seen. Where did he go?

He came to see me why would he leave? a25

Standing back on the chair to get a clearer look of the kitchen I'm taken back

down to the safer floor but I complain and protest.

"What're you looking for?"

"Nothing!" I groan standing in the island, probably not the most hygienic

thing in the world but I needed to find him. I'll clean it later.

"So you're standing on the island for no reason? What're you looking for?" He

says a lot more sterner this time.

"I said, 'nothing,'" I growl at him looking even harder.

Was I imagining things? He was right there, he couldn't have gone far surely.

He must be here somewhere.

"Get down."

"No!"

"Emilia..." his voice was flat and serious.

"No."

I spoke lower and slower this time showing my frustration.

"Have it your way," he leans over the island to grasp onto me and succeeds,

he brings me down while I'm whining and thrashing. I wanted to speak to

Moth was that so much to ask for.

"What's wrong with you? Are you on you thingy thingy?" He asks moodily. I

must ask him the same thing, clearly he never smiles so it should be me

asking him the same question. a37

"I think I'd know if I was, either way I wouldn't tell you. That's something

private. I was looking for someone and now I'm angry." a1

"Who're you looking for on the ceiling? Axel isn't hiding there," he tilts his

face in confusion. a1

"Hiding? Why would he be hiding?"

"Because you scolded him yesterday and he's scared to talk to you," he

laughs to himself. a1

"So he told you about our private conversation?" I frown.

"It's not exactly a conversation if the entire house can hear it, I'm just

saying..." he rolls his eyes and walks to the kettle flicking the switch. a1

"And I'm just saying I'm looking for someone, don't try and stop me!" I stomp

my foot with my hands in my hips.

"Yeah okay," he laughs dismissing me from the kitchen.

"You want breakfast?" He changes the conversation making me angrier but I

shut my mouth and nod. He said he was making sausage and eggs, but the

best but I like sausage. a3

"Oh and for the record, your periods aren't private when you live in a house

full of boys, just saying," he repeats the last phrase once again. a20

"That won't be a problem anyways, it's not like it's coming any time soon," I

mumble the last part but his ears must be better than an animal's.

"How do you mean?"

"I mean it's not going to be a problem, I haven't had it... yet," my cheeks tint

pink talking about this subject. a5

"Oh, I thought it was common in your age."

"It is."

"I'm lost," clearly you dumb fûck. a6

"I know."

"So tell me," he grumbles.

"It's been a long time since... I last had it. So it doesn't matter," I shrug it o

meaning nothing.

"That's not normal," no shît Sherlock.

"No kidding," I shi  uncomfortably.

"Are you preggaz?" Him shortening the word down made me laugh. I

expected him to say 'pregnant' not 'preggaz.' a37

"No, I'm thirteen not thirty," I roll my eyes at his stupidity. How on earth

could I be pregnant at my age? Unless I swallowed a twin sister or brother

that just miraculously grew inside my cervix then I shouldn't be pregnant. Or

maybe I ate a watermelon seed and now I'm grousing a watermelon that I'm

gonna have to give birth to in the future. a11

"So why did it stop?" a1

"Ask my hormones, I'm not in control of my body."

"I can answer that for you," Axel enters the kitchen in a robe same as Elijah,

"your diet is what stimulates your growth, and other things. But we're talking

about your diet, if you're underweight there is a chance it can disappear, it's

the same thing if you're overweight too. A high chance actually, hence why

we need to build your appetite. But it's completely normal for your body to

do this also, some cases people don't get their period until a er sixteen and

that's where the doctors come in handy." a15

I start to worry as soon as he mentions the doctors. I always hated them. a1

"But that's nothing to worry about, you're not sixteen yet. It's probably just a

food thing. You were deprived for three weeks, and you're just small. Don't

worry about this though, your time will come," was that supposed to be

upli ing? I'm scared to Hell. a3

"Axel fûck o  with your big words, it's too early in the morning for me to be

dealing with it," Elijah flips him the bird. a1

"I didn't even use big words, you're just a stupid, ethnological man," Axel

smirks at his confusion. a13

"Don't test me."

"You can try but you won't pass," Axel drinks the orange juice from the carton

making me squirm. Get a glass, hôe. a4

"I will throw this raw sausage at you if you don't shut up, your voice annoys

me," Elijah uses the tongs to pick up the pink sausage.

"You'd probably miss anyways, you were never really athletic."

"Ooh spicy drama," I mumble under my breath. a13

"Shush jay jay bleeder," Elijah puts a finger to his lips. a80

"That's rude," Axel tells him in a shocked tone. I wasn't o ended, I was too

busy listening to the argument.

"You're rude, you're also a dictionary," Elijah points at Axel who was still

smirking like a Cheshire Cat.

"Thanks, at least I know I can pass my English GCSEs with a solid 7 while you

on the other hand were contemplating cheating by writing quotes on your

hand," Axel puts the orange juice back in the fridge for the next person to

drink out of. a4

"But I didn't cheat, that's what matters," Elijah had a sour expression on his

face.

"Damn it!" Elijah curses as smoke flares from the pan making us all exit the

kitchen coughing like maniacs.

"What's going on?!" Alessandro booms out, his voice made me shudder into

a ball, not literally but his voice was powerful enough to cause a tsunami. a1

"Nothing!" Elijah slams the kitchen door shut with him inside. Alessandro

sighs before he searches through his blazer pockets. Soon a er, he pulls out

his phone and goes straight onto his messages.

Me being a nosy duckling, I peer over his shoulder to see he was texting

someone called Derek. That name sounded so familiar, the day I injured my

ribs he was here. I hadn't thought about him since then. a2

"Don't be so nosy," Alessandro puts his phone away before scooping me up

in his arms tickling my sides. a1

"BAHAHA- STOP, AHHHHHHH STOP IT!" I wriggle trying to break from his

grasp. a23

"STO- NOOO STOP!" He puts me back down and I collapse to the floor taking

deep breaths.

"Don't be so nosy next time," he warns me playfully. a4

"I'm TRYING to get my beauty sleep, what's with all the commotion?"

Gertrude stands at the bottom step, hair looking like a birds nest with an eye

mask tangled in the bush. a8

"It's 7:14, everyone should be awake anyways," Ally turns to his expensive

looking watch. a1

"Not me, I'm going back to sleep," Axel skips up the stairs taking three at the

most. Woah buzz lightyear, take it easy.

"You must change, Emilia, since yesterday I received a calm from Miss

Cordelia Whitsworth. She explained how you walked out rudely when there

was thirty minutes le , I had forgotten to mention this to you yesterday but

now seems appropriate. Change, you're going to bring her breakfast and

flowers." a35

************

Alessandro never made it clear what I should change into, so now I'm stood

in Starbucks with Alessandro in my space onesie waiting for the woman's

breakfast. I can't remember her name, I just know she sounds like a flower. a12

"Have a great day," Alessandro places the money into the woman's hand who

sco ed and turned her back.

Why is she so rude? Did she forget to take the stick out from her ass this

morning because it seems like wedged you there?

"She's a little rude," I mention to Ally as I pull the hood up to my onesie, it's

raining as per usual.

"She's also tired of serving ungrateful teens all day so she's bound to be

exhausted with us." a2

He replies in an appreciative tone, I guess he's right, it must be di icult

serving many people all for them to not even say thank you or anything.

"What're you gonna day to her?" He opens my door helping me climb in and

closes the belt around my torso.

"I don't know," I shrug before he closes the door and runs to the other side.

"You best think of something because you know not to be rude... even

though there have been many accounts where you have cost me a business

deal, and a lot of money you still know better, I paid for help, not for your

silence and ignorance." a6

"Don't make me feel bad for it," I say sadly feeing slightly guilty, I speak my

mind too much and I can't help it when his 'friends' make horrible and

misogynistic remarks. I'm simply standing up for myself.

"I'm not trying to make you feel guilty, just apologise... sincerely not just

because you have to. Okay?"

"Yes," I sigh with my arms over my chest.

"Yes...?"

"Yes Alessandro," I roll my eyes at him and watch the beautiful winter's

morning. So frosty and misty, perfect for me. It was always easier for me to

warm myself up rather than making myself cooler in summer.

"Good. You wanna tell me about the outburst last night too?"

"Not really," I amend my posture feeling discomfort of his inquiry.

"It wasn't a choice." a1

"So don't ask a question, make a command next time," I moodily correct him

of his errors. a2

"Okay, tell me about your outburst last night...now."

"Hmm...no I don't want to."

"Don't be di icult," he says vigorously commands. a1

"You heard it already, there's no point of my clarification then is there?" He

wants me to tell him about last night when he clearly knows everything

already.

"Yes, I want to talk about what you said," he doesn't say anything for the next

few minute, he drives focusing on the road before he coughs into his hand.

"Are you scared of me?" He whispers so ly, I twist my head so fast it almost

broke. I turned into an owl for a second. a31

"What? N-no why would I be?"

"You're lying-you stuttered. I'm sorry if you're frightened," he turns his head

in shame.

"I'm not scared, I just want answers. I want to know so much but I know

you're gonna shout at me if I ask questions." a13

"Shout at you? Am I that predictable? Wow, ask away," he says drawings his

attention back to the lights that changed. a5

"You sure?" He nods allowing me to proceed.

"Why was I taken? It was clearly someone you knew, but why me?"

"Uhh yeah, Marco was an...business associate who wasn't exactly the most

faithful. I wouldn't pay him his last payment and he got angry," he bites his

lip in great thought.

"Business associate? I don't think a business would do that. Why not sue

you? Where did you get the...gun? Why did you hurt the man? Who else was

apart of it? Why didn't you come when I shouted? You're making no sense,

what even is your business?"

"OKAY I GET IT! I MESSED UP!! I CANT CHANGE THAT EMILIA!!" He slams his

fists down hard into the wheel. a71

"I-I'm sorry," I shut my mouth listening to his shouts. a3

"My business you ask? It's complicated. You wouldn't understand." His eyes

darken for a moment.

"I mean, I own so many companies around Europe it gets di icult to hire and

fire people. It's hard paying people, not because of the money because I have

it. But I need to ensure everyone gets their equal amount of money that they

deserve and if they don't get it because I forgot they get angry at me," he

laughs trying to lighten the dark, grouchy mood set in the car. a1

"That's all you had to say..."

"Yes but it's more complicated than that, everyone relies on me- the

hundreds and hundreds of people hired all around Europe to make an

income. And sometimes I rely on them too; when the dru- paperwork doesn't

come back I can't sign o  any agreements," he stammers a little. a12

"And the gun?" I get very nervous saying that, I feel like he may just pull one

out on me at any moment.

"I'm filthy rich, it's handy to have one incase the house gets robbed.

Especially with that much shipment in the house, just safety precautions," he

rushes out. a5

"Shipment?"

"Uhhhh yes, I mean no. I mean the money! Someone might steal it!" His

cheeks tinge pink and eyes bulging form their sockets. a62

"Oh..."

"No more questions, we're here already." a3

He breaks pushing the button releasing the belt taking the food and flowers

with him, it's still very early so the parking area is pretty empty other than the

few employees vehicles. a6

We enters to freaky clinic, a few patients sit sleeping head in shoulder, hand

in hand. They looked cute together.

Although the smell inside this clinic was repulsive, such a fresh smell that

didn't smell so fresh if you understand me. It smelt so much like the dental

di users they put in the dental rooms. Yuck.

"Cordelia, nice to see you again," he kisses her cheek holding both hands on

her shoulders. Her dirty blonde hair cascades over her shoulders tangling in

his fingers. a32

Again? Oh okay.

"You too Alessandro," she smiles blushing a little. Excuse me calm down

crazy lady that's my big bro, I won't threat to hurt you.

"Emilia here wanted to apologise to you about yesterday," I frown at the lie

Alessandro just told.

"No I didn't- OW!" I feel a sharp pinch on my back under my should blade.

"Yeah sorry," I correct myself.

"Emilia," Ally warns me with a harsh tone.

"I Emilia Russo apologise to the... I cant remember your name so forgive me

also... for walking out this o ice yesterday even though there was thirty

minutes le , okay if we're being accurate twenty five minutes. I also

apologise for messing up your clock," I cross my arms and slouch ruining my

posture. a5

"It's fine, Emilia. I had no idea about your... yeah it's all good," she pauses, I

knew exactly what she was going to say, the pause and the silence a er felt

worse than what she was gonna say. a1

"We got you breakfast too... and Emilia got you flowers," Ally pushes the bag

into her hand, she mumbles a short thank you and replaces the old crunchy

ones with the fresh ones, she discards of the others and smells them from

the vase. Eat them. a9

"Nice outfit," the woman looks down at my onesie smirking. a1

"I rock it don't I?" I grin twirling making the crotch sag a little.

"Yes you do," she laughs at me.

"Anyways thank you for stopping by but I have a client in a few moments and

I need to prepare the session and print out some work," she guides us

outside locking the door. She kisses Ally on the cheek before going to the

printer near her o ice. a6

Stay away from him, he's mine- he's my brother! a31

"C'mon trouble causer, let's go home," he pats his thumb under my chin

laughing at my frown.

"Bye Cordelia," Ally waves at her.

"Bye corn on the cob!" I wave frantically following Ally out of the clinic. She

looks unsure at first but then recovers with a laugh and a wave. a8

I'll hurt you. a60

**********

"Shhhhh, Al," I hear laugh coming from downstairs.

"Okay, you want a drink?" I hear him respond, I crawl out of Axel's bed slowly

and sit at the steps listening in. He said he doing some work on the forbidden

floor.

"I've had too many," she laughs loudly, Corn or whatever she's called says.

"Kiss me!" She shouts laughing like crazy stumbling all over. Get a grip. a15

"Mwah!!!" Alessandro gives her a short kiss and pulling away quickly, she

whines and asks for another. He kisses her neck and cheek several time's

until he pulls away, she falls to the floor laughing. a58

"No, I want co ee."

He tells her sharply leaving her laying down on the entrance floor, her bag

and the contents spilled everywhere.

I wanted to cry, he was my brother I didn't want him seeing anyone else. He

won't have time for me anymore. I wanted to punch someone in the gut! a6

"Ally! Make me some co ee too!"

ALLY?! ALLY?! ALLY?! That's my name for him how dare she?! Oh she's gonna

get some fist in her face!!! a21

He my big brother and I want him to be my brother forever! I don't want him

belonging to my therapist.

I sni le always the tears and knock on Blade's door for some company.

"Come in," I twist the knob wiping some stray tears away from my eyes.

"What's wrong?" He sits up straight throwing his phone to the side. a2

Ignoring his question my hands cover my face to hide the few tears in my

face, I was being stupid. But Alessandro was my brother and my brother only,

not my therapists boyfriend.

"Oh God," he wraps his arms around my shoulder mumbling for me to stop

crying.

"Stop, I don't do well with crying girls," he shakes me violently causing me to

hiccup. a1

"He has a g-girlfriend," I sob over my pathetic- ness.

"Is that all? Emilia he's a grown man, twenty six in fact, he's allowed to make

his own decisions. Why're you crying, shouldn't you be happy?" a20

"Because he rarely spends any t-time with me a-at all and now I won't s-see

him ever ag-gain or be able to spend time with him, I h-hat her!" a27

"Jealousy, that's common. But he can't be with you all the time, he's your

brother who's going to be away a lot. I can't help you," he sighs patting my

back. a9

"I hate her!" a4

"I understand, you rarely he r to see him as it is and now you're worried you

won't be able to see him again. I understand that, but he's going to get a

girlfriend eventually, would you act this way with Axel or me?"

"N-no, that's di erent," I sni le.

"How so?"

"I always s-see you guys. Ally is never around. A-AND TOP IT OFF SHE STOLE

MY NAME," I cry out in frustration. a12

"It doesn't matter, don't be jealous and stop crying." a1

He runs his fingers under my eyes wiping away the fallen droplet.

"Stop this, you should be happy."

"Well I'm not, I hate her."

"Yeah I'm and I hated you when you first arrived, I'm not saying I like you now

but you're tolerable to deal with. Sleep..." a17

He should never told me to sleep because now I was cosy under his covers

sni ling and choking on my cries. a7

************

Good morning/ a ernoon or whatever time you're reading this, I hope

you enjoyed the chapter. a6

What do you think about Alessandro? Because I want to kill him, stan

Blade, Cassidy and Axel 😌 a21

Enjoy your day beauty queen, XOXO, Demi 💋✨💕

I apologise for the errors, I keep saying I'm going to edit this but I

haven't even done much :(

[7673 words in this chapter 💕💕🔥]
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